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Improving Engagement of Online Learning with Live Lectures
Jorge Ramón Fonseca Cacho, PhD
Department of Computer Science
Online courses have historically been self-taught or a form of independent
study. However, with the 2020 Pandemic a renewed focus on remote/online
learning has forced the academic community to revisit what works, and does
not work, with online classes. I propose that providing a livestream of a class
and uploading the recording to a media sharing website, like Youtube, is more
engaging to students than posting a pre-recorded lecture (text or video). I
propose that doing this motivates students to keep up with the lectures rather
than attempting to binge before an exam, or an assignment is due, and
improves engagement with the instructor.
Evidence it Benefits 
Students
References
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• Adopting the practice by others is a matter of scheduling livestream
classes and using a webcam, correct hardware/software, and having
internet fast enough to do a livestream.
• A drawing tablet such as an iPad© is recommended to draw, or write,
as if one were writing on a board in a classroom.
• Ultimately, different areas may need different additional tools. In the
CS department, we use a Linux VM with an IDE to write code live.
• It is recommended to use OBS Studio with a broadcasting service like
Webex, Zoom, Youtube Live, or Twitch.TV. Many of these are free.
• Contact the author for a copy of the full survey results, or for advice on
setting up a livestream without incurred cost. The survey contains far
more insight and information than shown in this poster.
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A direct survey was conducted with 96 students in several classes taught by
myself in Fall 2020. Half of them were in courses where a livestream was
delivered twice a week for 1 hour and 15 minutes (3 credit courses). The other
half were in courses where a 1 hour, lecture was pre-recorded and uploaded
once a week (1 credit courses). For the livestream courses, students were not
required to attend the livestream but were encouraged by providing extra
credit for attendance. The livestream version did not permit students to
broadcast voice or video, but they could interact via text with the instructor.
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Question: Please select the combination you prefer for a remote 
learning course: In the case of pre-recorded video options, they 
would be 1 hour 15min, same length as livestreams.










Question: How important is it to you for a remote learning course to have a livestream, component to it 








Question: If a remote learning course has a live component, how 
important is it to record a copy and make that copy available to 
be viewed at a later time.
Does not matter to me.
4% No I prefer the 
recording
17%




Question: If a course has a livestream component, but also posts the recordings to be seen at any time. If you 
are available at the time of the livestream do you try to join the livestream or still prefer to watch the 
recording?
78% of the students preferred a livestream component to be regularly
scheduled for a course. With only 21% not finding it important.
Furthermore, 79% made an effort to watch the livestream component
even if given the option to watch the recordings at a later time; however,
a small-percentage, still preferred only a pre-recorded lecture. A large
number of them made provided feedback that they felt engagement was
improved in other classes that had livestream components even if their
webcam was off. Over 40% of the students preffered that a video lecture
(live or pre-recorded) should contain video footage of the lecturer as he
speaks/lectures; however, a large percentage also stressed the
importance of the lecturer’s webcam video quality (resolution and
smoothness) as being an important factor in engagement.
Analysis of Results
Screenshot of my live lecture
